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American Medical 

Technologists.

Student Focused Training in Healthcare

Arizona Medical
Training Institute

Arizona Medical Training Institute
1530 North Country Club Drive, Suite 11

Mesa, Arizona 85201

www.azmti.com

p 480.835.7679
f  480.668.4132

It was absolutely a 
wonderful experience 
to go to school here 

-Annette

“
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The Program
The Medical Lab Assistant Program at 
the Arizona Medical Training Institute 
is designed to prepare students for 
entry-level positions in clinical  
settings, such as Hospital Laboratories, 
Research Laboratories, and Physician 
Office Laboratories.  The Program 
design is for the practicing 
Phlebotomist or for one that has 
recently completed an approved 
Phlebotomy Training Program, 
including AMTI’s Phlebotomy 
Technician Program.

The Medical Lab Assistant curriculum 
prepares individuals to perform 
clinical laboratory procedures that 
are used in the maintenance of 
health and diagnosis/treatment of 
disease. You will study chemistry, 
hematology, serology, microbiology, 
parasitology, immunology, transfusion 
medicine and more.

Specimen collection is an essential 
skill for any Medical Laboratory 
Assistant. AMTI offers an MLA with 
phlebotomy option to satisfy the 
phlebotomy prerequisite needed to 
transition to the MLA program. This 
two-weekend option is geared to 
provide the basic training to safely 
perform a variety of collections 
required in a healthcare setting. Call 
us to find out if this option is right for 
you. 

AMTI

Not a phlebotomist, but still
want to become an MLA?



Medical Laboratory 
Assistant

Why Blended eLearning? 

Program Director
Christine Gunning, MT (ASCP), MS

We know that providing
the most up-to-date technical
resources through the eLearning 
format provides our students a 
competitive advantage in the 
classroom and in the real world.
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186 hour course 
90 hours of eLearning 

96 hours - 6 weekends of
classroom and lab instruction.

Externship
120 hours at CLIA Approved Lab

Certification as 
a CMLA

Blended eLearning programs are 
a mix of both online and 

classroom instruction, allowing 
students the flexibility to take 

and complete affordable 
courses according to 
their own schedules.    

Eligible to take the AMT National 
Certification Exam

www.azmti.com   480-835-7679
Register today!

Her experience in the field puts her in 
a unique position to both know and 
teach the essential skills that will help 
you become an excellent Medical 
Lab Assistant. 

AMTI prides itself in bringing “real 
life” into the classroom.

Christy has worked as both a 
Medical Laboratory Assistant, and a 
Clinical Laboratory Scientist/Medical 
Technologist at the Mayo Clinic.

Today, she is the Laboratory Services 
Supervisor at St. Joseph’s Hospital & 
Medical Center.  


